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I Panama-Pacifi- c International Exposition Ready to Open
I ByH.M.WRICHT

H HP HE Panama-Pacifi- c International Exposition is
M the first of the great world's expositions to
B celebrate a contemporaneous event and it is quite
M probable that it will be the last of the universal
M expositions to be held within the present gene-

ral
H Those who have followed with interest the
M progress of the exposition since its inception will

H! be still more interested in learning what effect,
H if any, the present cataclysm in Europe has had
m upon the forthcoming celebration. As a begining
M it may be stated that the war has caused none

H of the nations to withdraw their participation,
M that since the outbreak of the war the number
M of conventions voting to meet in San Francisco
D has increased at greater proportionate rate than
M before, and that the applications for exhibit space
H have been unprecedented in their volume.
M Tlio progress of the exposition at this writing
M a little more than two months before the official
M opening, more than bears out the predictions
M above. Consignments of exhibits from eighteen
M foreign countries have already reached San Fran- -

Hi cisco. Whole shiploads and trainloads of costly
Hi displays have been unloaded at this port. Vast

M consignments are arriving almost daily and the
M exhibits alone give assurance that the exposition
M will be unrivalled in its magnitude, splendor and
m interest. The value of some of the individual
M installations of exhibits will reach one million
B dollars, while the variety and extent of the dis- -

M plays made by the participating nations may be
M inferred from the fact that the governments or
M China and Japan sent thoroughly organized com- -

H missions through every province collecting the

choicest products under a well defined plan and
from these first collections the best exhibits were
then reselected.

By far the largest part of the exhibits, how-
ever, were prepared especially for 'haplays at
San Francisco. The same care was exorcised in
Australia, New Zealand, South and Central Am-

erica, the Caribbean countries, Canada, Europe
and the Far Eastern nations, like Persia, Turkey,
Indo and Cochin China, Siam, etc. The Argentine
transport Palimmo on November 16th left Buenos
Ayres with a first consignment and will reach
San Francisco about the middle of December.
The choicest displays from three European ex-

positions, one at Malmo, Sweden; one at Genoa,
Italy and the one at Ghent, which was left Intact
after the outbreak of the war, will be on display
at the Panama-Pacifi- c International exposition.

So far as the building of the exposition is con-

cerned it was more than minety per cent com-plete- d

five months before Its opening day. The
vast main exhibit section was practically fin-

ished and the greatest interest ,was centered In
the huge amusement section, the Zone, and in
the area devoted to the pavilions of the nations
and buildings of the states.

The exposition grounds are equal to the com-

bined areas of the World's Columbian exposition
at Chicago and the exposition at
Buffalo. The exhibit palaces are the loftest ex-

position buildings ever erected and through the
plan by which they are grouped, the buildings" of

the main exhibit section occupying the central
portion of the site, blend together architecturally
as the palaces of a vast oriental city. The plan

was the outgrowth of the efforts of a commission
of many of the most notable architects in Am-

erica who worked In free collaboration with their
professional brothers abroad. This commission '

held many meetings and the final plan to group
the buildings in great masses was reached after
consultation with Mr. Edward H. Bennett, the
noted expert in city planning. The plan as
adopted presents two great charms. In the first
place it will not be necessary to walk vast dis-

tances between the buildings and so get com-

pletely fagged out after a day of sight-seein- g and
in the second place the buildings present an

indescribable effect of magnificence and
splendor. The grounds lie in the city limits of
San Francisco, just inside the Golden Gate, and
face north on San Francisco bay for two and one-thir- d

miles. Their total lengths Is almost three
miles, but a part of the eastern area is separated
from the bay by the Fort Mason Military reser-
vation, beneath which a tunnel was recently dug,
permitting the "belt line" railroad, constructed
by the State Harbor commission, to enter the
site.

On the south, east and west, which Is some
six feet above high tide and rises gradually, It Is

encircled by successive ranges of hills, present-
ing the effect as of enfolding walls of a vast

From the bay the exhibit sec--

tion, which occupies the center of the grounds,
stands out in splendid contrast with its impres- - j
sive natural setting, with the bay and with the 1

lofty hills to contend with small or detached
buildings would have been dwarfed by the con- - '

trast, but not these. The walls of the exhibit i
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